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The purpose of this note is to describe the locus of set-theoretic complete 
intersection points on an afftne curve over an algebraically closed field. We 
will show that this locus is almost always countable. 
The main result is the following: 
THEOREM (3.3). Let A be a l-dimensional domain, finitely generated 
over an algebraically closed field k. 
(a) rf char(k) = 0 and A is not a localization of k[t], then only coun- 
tably many maximal ideals of A are radicals of principal ideals (“Spec(A) 
has only countably many stC1 points”); 
(b) if char(k) # 0 and uncountably many maximal ideals of A are 
radicals of principal ideals, then the integral closure B of A is a localization 
of a polynomia’l ring and some BP’ E A. In this case, every maximal ideal of 
A is the radical of a principal ideal. 
We will fix the following notation: A always denotes a l-dimensional 
reduced ring, finitely generated over a field k. V denotes Spec(A), an affine 
curve over k whose (closed) points p are maximal ideals (of height one) in A. 
We say that p is a CI point if p = aA, and that p is an stC1 point if p is the 
radical of a principal ideal aA. (stC1 stands for set-theoretic complete inter- 
section.) If the local ring A, is a DVR we will say that p is nonsingular; 
otherwise p is singular. 
Our basic technique is “projective generation”: we identify nonsingular 
points with rank one projective modules, and ask if these represent torsion 
elements in Pit(A). If A is Dedekind, this involves the Jacobian variety J( v>. 
If A is singular, we find an afline space W mapping rationally to Pit(A) and 
lift V(k) rationally to a sequence of curves L, , L, ,... in W. We identify the 
points of W mapping to 0 in Pit(A) as a subvariety and show that each L, 
meets this subvariety only finitely many times. 
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In Section 1 we handle the case in which A is Dedekind and k = k: The 
techniques are classical in algebraic geometry, and the results are implicit in 
[4]. The Mordell conjecture of Diophantine Geometry is equivalent to: if 
genus(V) > 2 and char(k) = 0, only finitely many points of A are stCI’s. 
In Section 2 we describe the situation for Dedekind rings finitely generated 
over R. These results are implicit in [3,4]. I am grateful to M. Fried for 
useful correspondence about the nature of the map S*V+ J(q. 
In the rest of the paper we assume k algebraically closed (in order to 
avoid the difficulties inherent in nonrational points) and V singular. In 
Section 3 we handle the irreducible curves (A a domain), proving the result 
(3.3) mentioned above. In Section 4 we handle seminormal curves, and in 
Section 5 we handle the general curve. The result for reducible curves is: a 
given component of V has only countably many stC1 points, unless some 
rather stringent geometric onditions are satisfied. 
1. NONSINGULAR CURVES 
We first describe the situation for nonsingular curves I’, i.e., for Dedekind 
A. In this section, k is an algebraically closed field; in the next section, 
k = R. We use classical techniques of algebraic geometry, noting that others 
(e.g., Maroscia [6]) have made similar observations. The situation for CI 
points (i.e., principal maximal ideals) has been completely described in [4]: 
if genus(V) = 0, then A is a PID and every point is a CI, but if genus(V) # 0, 
then V(k) contains at most countably many CI points (and not every point is 
a CI point). 
THEOREM (1.1). Let V be a nonsingular afJine curve over an 
algebraically closed field k. If genus(V) = 0, A is a PID and every point of 
V(k) is a CI. If genus(V) # 0, the set of stC1 points on V(k) is at most coun- 
table. 
Proof. This is a simple modification of the arguments of [4]. If 
genus(v) # 0, embed V in a smooth complete curve v and fix a point pco of 
v- V. Embed r in its Jacobian variety J by sending pm to zero. Let r, 
denote the subgroup of J_(k) generated by the pi -pm, as pi ranges over the 
finitely many points of V(k) - V(k). Let r be the divisible subgroup of J(k) 
generated by r,: r is countable and infinite [8, p. 621. 
As A is Dedekind, a point p is an stC1 just in case some p” is a principal 
ideal, i.e., [p ] is a torsion element of Pit(v). As Pic( V) z J(k)/T,,, p is an 
stC1 if and only if p -I), E r. Thus the set of stC1 points is the countable 
set V(k) f7 r. 
Remarks (1.2). (a) Theorem (1.1) has also been proven by Maroscia 
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[6, (2.3)]. Note that for k = F, the group J(k) is torsion, so that each of the 
(countably many) points on V(k) is an stC1, even if genus( I’) # 0. If k = k is 
countable but not an F,, and if genus(V) # 0, then “most” points of V(k) fail 
to be stC1 points. This is because the group J(k) has infinite rank, but the 
stC1 points are contained in the finite rank subgroup r. 
(b) If genus(V) = 0, A is a localization of the polynomial ring k[t], 
and in particular is a PID. 
(c) If genus(V) = 1, then J(k) - V(k) is finite. Consequently, the set 
V(k)n r of stC1 points on V(k) is countably infinite. If k = C, the set of 
stC1 points is dense in the classical topology of V(C). 
(d) If genus(v) > 2, V(k) may have only finitely many stC1 points. 
When char(k) # 0, there are curves with infinitely many CI points. When 
char(k) = 0, we offer the following. 
Finite stC1 Conjecture. Let A be a Dedekind domain, finitely generated 
over an algebraically closed field k of characteristic zero. If Spec(A) has 
genus 22, then only finitely many prime ideals of A are radicals of principal 
ideals. 
THEOREM (1.3) (Raynaud). Let A be a Dedekind domain, Jnitely 
generated over an algebraically closed jield k of characteristic zero. Assume 
Spec(A) has genus 22. Then 
(a) (stC1 points of V(k)} - {CI points of V(k)} is aJinite set. 
(b) Only finitely many prime ideals of A can be radicals of principal 
ideals without being principal ideals themselves. 
ProoJ In [ 111, Raynaud shows that (r - r,) n V(k) is finite for every 
finitely generated subgroup r,, of J(k), where r is the divisible subgroup of 
J(k) generated by r,,. When r,, is generated by the points of v(k) - V(k), we 
have (stC1 points} = rn V(k), {CI points} = r, n V(k), and hence (a). Part 
(b) is just a restatement of (a). 
COROLLARY (1.4). Zf r(k) has only one point “at infinity” (i.e., not in 
V(k)), char(k) = 0 and genus(V) > 2, then 
(a) no prime ideal of A is principal, 
(b) only finitely many prime ideals of A are radicals of principal 
ideals. 
ProoJ Part (b) follows from (a) and (1.3); (a) follows immediately from 
r, = 0, and was noted in [4, (1.4)]. 
Remark (1.5). (a) The Finite stC1 Conjecture is equivalent to the 
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Mordell conjecture of Diopantine Geometry. To see this, note that (1.3) 
proves that the Finite stC1 Conjecture is equivalent o the FPI (= finite CI) 
conjecture of [4, p. 2401, to wit that {CI points of V(k)} is finite. This latter 
conjecture is equivalent o the Mordell conjecture by [4, (l.lO)]. 
(b) The Mumford-Manin conjecture, as stated in [5, p. 2291 and 
applied to r,, cJ(k), is that V(k) n r is finite whenever genus( I’) > 2 and 
char(k) = 0. That version of Mumford-Manin is easily seen to be equivalent 
to the Finite stC1 Conjecture without the use of Raynaud’s theorem. Of 
course, Raynaud’s theorem reduces this to Mordell’s conjecture, i.e., that 
V(k) n r, is finite. 
2. SMOOTH CURVES OVER IR 
In this section only, we set k = IR and assume that C a? A. The maximal 
ideals of A fall into two classes: the real points V(R) = {p: A/p = IR } and the 
complex points M = {p: A/p = C). The closed points of v, MU V(iR) U 
{points at co }, form a smooth compact 2-dimensional manifold li;i with 
boundary v(I?) (see [4, (3.2)]). 
PROPOSITION (2.1). Let A be a Dedekind domain, finitely generated over 
R but not containing G. If Spec(A) = V has genus zero, every maximal ideal 
is a stC1. If genus(V) # 0, V(R) contains only countably many stC1 points. 
In fact, p E V(W) is a (real) stC1 zf and only ifp @ C is an stC1 of A 0 C. 
Proof Fix p E Max(A). If p” = UA, then (p@ C)” = aA @ C. If 
(p @ C)” = (f ), then p*” = uA for a =z Now apply Theorem 1. 
Now consider a complex point p of A. In A @ G we have p 0 C = mm. 
Choose m, on r(C) - V(C) and map M to J(lR) c J(C) by sending p to 
(m+m)-(m, +rii,). If p”=aA, then m”rii”=aA @C, and if 
m”tiY’ = (f ), then p*” = UA for a =# Letting r denote the divisible 
subgroup of J(C) generated by the mi - m,, it follows as in Proposition 
(2.1) that p is an stC1 if and only if p maps to an element of l? 
THEOREM (2.2). Let A be a Dedekind domain, finitely generated over R 
but not containing C, and let M denote the 2-dimensional real manifold of 
complex maximal ideals of A. Let g be the genus of the curve Spec(A). 
(0) If g = 0, every point of M is a CI. 
(1) If g = 1, the stC1 points form a dense but countably infinite family 
of closed arcs in M. 
(2) If g > 2 and V is hyperelliptic, there are finitely many closed 
curves in M whose intersection with M consists of CI points. At most coun- 
tably many other points of M are stCI’s (some may even be CI’s). 
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(3) If V is not hyperelliptic (so g > 3), there are at most countably 
many stC1 points in M. 
ProoJ Part (0) is [4, (2.5)]. If g= 1, it was shown in [4, (3.3)] that 
M+ J(lR) maps onto a component of J(lR), the fibers of M-V J(lR) being 
open subsets of Ipi which are closed in M. The closure in M of each fiber 
is a finite union of closed arcs (see Fig. 1). The inverse image of TnJ(lR) in 
M is a countable infinite dense set of such fibers, whence part (1). 
If V is not hyperelliptic, then M embeds in J(R) (see [9, p. 541 or [3]), so 
part (3) follows from the countability of r. 
Finally, suppose that V is hyperelliptic. The map M+ J(R) factors 
through the maps a-, (S*@(R) and (S*n(lF?) + J(m). By [9, pp. 52-541, 
J(C) is obtained from S*v(C) by identifying one copy of p’(C) to a point. 
(Ip ’ is set of all p + tp, where r is the canonical involution on v.) Hence 
J(IR) is obtained from (Sag) by identifying a copy of iPi(iR) to a point. 
The inverse image of r in (Sag thus consists of countably many points 
and at most one copy of IpI( (As noted in [3], the Ipi need not be 
present, but is present if V is giv_en by th_e equation y* =f(x).) 
On the other hand, the map M+ (S*v)(lR) is an inclusion, cofiinuous in 
the classical metric topology (not in the Zariski topology!), and M n iP ‘(IR) 
is a finite union of closed arcs. (By Harnack’s theorem, there are at most 
g + 1 such arcs.) The inverse image of I’ in ti therefore consists of at most 
countably many points and (only if the image of the Ipi in is r) possibly 
also a finite number of arcs. Restricting to the interior it4 of ji? yields part 
(2). 
To illustrate the content of Theorem (2.2), consider the elliptic curve 
A = q&Y]/(Y* = x3 -x) and the hyperelliptic curve A = IR [x, y]/( y* = 
x(x - 1)(x - 2)(x - 3)(x - 4)). In either case, the only principal maximal 
ideals are the ideals (x - a)A, where y* =f(a) < 0; on the elliptic curve they 
form two arcs, and on the hyperelliptic curve they form three arcs. On the 
elliptic curve, the stC1 points are dense. On the hyperelliptic curve, there are 
at most countably many other stCI points. However, 1 know of no stCI point 
on the hyperelliptic curve not of the form (x - a) A, wheref(a) < 0. 
FIG. 1. The stCI points on fi for genus 1 and 2. 
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3. SINGULAR CURVES 
In this section, k is algebraically closed and B is the integral closure of A. 
We first make some general comments, not assuming that A is a domain. Let 
Z denote the conductor from B to A; the singular points of A are those 
containing Z, and Spec(A) - V(Z) = Spec(B) - V(Z). If p is a prime ideal of A 
not containing Z (and A/p = k, which is automatic if k = ,&), then P =pB is a 
prime ideal of B and p = P n A. In particular, if a nonsingular point p of 
Spec(A) is an stC1, then pB is also an stC1 of Spec(B). 
Write B = ZZBi, where each Bi is irreducible. If Ni = ker(A -+ Bi), then the 
component V(NJ of Spec(A) has countably many stC1 points unless Bi is 
rational (i.e., B = k[t, {(t -p,)-‘}I) by Theorem (1.1). 
The following Lemma justifies the passage to the Picard group Pit(A): 
LEMMA (3.1). Zf p is a prime ideal of A not containing I, then p is a 
rank one projective A-module. Moreover, p is an stC1 if and only tf [p] is a 
torsion element of Pit(A). 
Proof. The first statement is well-known. If p is the radical of aA, then 
aA, =pnAp for some n, and a local check shows that aA =p”. Thus p is an 
stC1 if and only if some [p”] = n[ p] is zero in Pit(A). 
To compute in the Picard group, we use the exact sequence 
u(B) X u(A/Z) + U(B/Z)e Pit(A) + Pit(B) + 0, 
where U(R) denotes the units of the ring R (see [ 1, p. 482)). Thus our 
knowledge of stC1 points of B reduces the classification of the stC1 points of 
A to the study of units. This is quantified in the following result. 
LEMMA (3.2). Let p be a nonsingular point of V(k) with P =pB. Zf p is 
an stC1, so is P. Zf P” =jB, then fE U(B/Z) is such that a(f) = [p”] in 
Pit(A), and p is an stCI if and only tf some fr is in the image of 
U(B) x U(A/Z). 
Proof. From the above discussion, we only have to show that a(f) = 
[ (0) f-~ A]. As in [ 71, a representative of the class a(T) in Pit(A) is the A- 
module 
((b, a) E B x A/Z:jb = a mod I)} 
r{bEB:jbEA} 
~{cEA:cEfB}=(fB)nA. 
The next step is to embed U(B/Z) in the finite-dimensional vector space 
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B/Z = W. For each maximal ideal m of B containing Z, choose y in m so that 
m = yB + I; m/Z is the vector subspace yW of W. We have U(B/Z) = 
W - U y W. Another subspace is W, = A/Z; W, n U(B/Z) is U(A/Z). 
Now let us assume that A is a domain whose integral closure is 
B=k[t, ((t-/3)-‘}]. We h ave U(B) = U(k) X D, where D is the group 
generated by the finitely many (t -/I)%. If d E D, then dU(A/Z) = 
d W, f7 U(B/Z) inside W. It follows that W - U y W - U dW, is the set of 
all units of B/Z not in the image of U(B x A/Z), i.e., mapping to nonzero 
elements of Pit(A). 
THEOREM (3.3). Let A be a l-dimensional domain, finitely generated 
over an algebraically closedfield k, A # k[t, {(t -/3)-‘}I. Then 
(a) The set of CI points is countable. 
(b) rf char(k) = 0, the set of stC1 points is countable. 
(c) Zf char(k) # 0, the set of stC1 points is countable unless both A is 
rational and A is unibranch (i.e., some BP’ is contained in A). Zf A is rational 
and unibranch, then every point is an stC1. 
Remark. Davis and Maroscia [2] have proven the following. Assume 
that k is algebraically closed but not algebraic over a finite field. Then the 
following are equivalent: 
(a) All points of Spec(A) are stCI’s. 
(b) At most finitely many points are not stCI’s. 
(c) Spec(A) is rational, all its singular points are unibranch, and if 
char(k) = 0, then A is a localization of k[t]. 
Proof: From the above discussion, we ,may assume B to be 
k[t, {(t-Z?-‘)]. Th e 1 ine L = ((t - a): a E k} of W lies only in those linear 
subspaces containing k E B/Z = W and the (t -@‘s. In particular, L meets 
each yW and each dW, in at most one point. It follows that all but coun- 
tably many points of L lie in W - U yW - U dW,. The points of 
L - U yW correspond exactly to the CI points of A, proving part (a). 
Now consider the curve L” = {(t - a)“: a E k} in W. Again, L” n U yW 
is finite. The van der Monde matrix trick shows that the smallest linear 
subspace of W containing L” is generated by { 1, nt,...,( 7) ti,.:., t”}. In 
particular, if n is prime to char(k), any linear subspace containing L” must 
contain k and the (t -/I)?; the dW,, in particular cannot contain L”. This 
proves that when n is prime to char(k), the set {p E Spec(A) with p” a prin- 
cipal ideal} is countable. Part (b) is a special case since every n is prime to 
zero. 
If L” c dW,, the above argument shows that dW, contains 1, hence 1 W,, 
i.e., that dW, = W,, and L” c A/Z. Write n = mp’, char(k) =pkm. The van 
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der Monde matrix trick shows that A/I contains P’, hence that BP’ c A. Thus 
either each L” meets U dW,, in a countable number of points (in which case 
there are only countably many stC1 points), or else BP’ c A for some r. If 
BP’ c A, then U(B/Z)/U(A/I) is a p-torsion group, and every regular point of 
Spec A is an stC1 by Lemma (3.1). (If BP’ c A, it is also easy to see that the 
singular points are stCI’s: consider ZZ(t - Y)~~.) This concludes the proof of 
Theorem (3.3). 
EXAMPLE 3.4 (“cusp”). Consider A = k[t’, t3] c k[t]. In this case, B/Z is 
the vector space k[t]/(t’), D = { 1 }, and A/I is k. The curve L” is {(t - a)” = 
+(a” - nat)}. In characteristic zero, L” n (tk U k) = {t” } for every 12, but in 
characteristic p it is unibranch. The singular point is a stC1 as rad(t’A) = 
(t’, t3) A. Thus: 
If char(k) = 0, the singular point is the only stC1. 
If char(k) # 0, every point of Spec(A) is an stC1. 
In characteristic p, the prime ideal (t-a) k[t] nA is the radical of 
(tP - a”). 
4. SEMINORMAL CURVES 
For simplicity, the first reducible case we consider is the seminormal one. 
In this case, A/I and B/I are finite products of copies of the algebraically 
closed field k. 
A = k[x, y]/(xy = 0) is an example of a seminormal ring in which every 
point is an stC1. Indeed, the singular point (x, y) A is the radical of (x + y) A 
and the other maximal ideals are the principal ideals (x - a) A and 
(y - a) A, a # 0. 
THEOREM (4.1). A be a l-dimensional seminormal ring, finitely 
generated over an algebraically closed field k, and let N be a minimal prime 
of A. Then only countably many maximal ideals containing N are stCI’s, 
unless the following conditions are all sati@ed: 
(a) The integral closure B, of A/N is a localization of k[t]; 
(b) If char(k) = 0, then A/N = B,; if char(k) =p # 0, then some 
B;’ c A/N; 
(c) Each component of Spec(A)-{nonsingular points of the component 
V(N)} intersects V(N) in exactly one point. 
If these conditions are satisfied, then every point of the component V(N) is 
a stC1. In fact, if A/N = B,, then every nonsingular maximal ideal 
containing N is a principal ideal of A. 
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Proof: If (a), (b), and (c) hold and p is a point of V(N), let y E A/N be 
such that (p/N)” = yA/N, such a y exists by Theorem (3.3). Define a 
function f on Spec(A) to be y on V(N) and constant on the other 
components. Since A is seminormal, f E A. As p is the only zero of J we 
must have p” =fA. This proves the last two sentences of the theorem. 
Now let N be a minimal prime of A with uncountably many stC1 points 
on the component V(N). Then A/N also has uncountably many stC1 points, 
so conditions (a), (b) must hold by Theorem (3.3). Assume (c) fails. By 
Lemma (4.2) below, there are integers nY, y E Spec(B/Z), with some 
y E V(N + I) having nY # 0, such that: ZZu”,y # 1 implies that (u,) E U(B/Z) = 
ZZU(k) is not in the image of ZZU(k) x ZW(k) G U(A/Z) x U(B). Let t, ,..., t, 
be the values of the parameter t of A/N at the singular points of A containing 
N. 
Consider the rational map f,: k + B/Z L ZZk given by f,(a) = ((tl - a)“,..., 
(t, - a)“, 1, l,... ), and the rational map g: B/Z+ k given by g(u ,,..., uy ,...) = 
ZZqy. The composition S;r,: k+ k is not constant, so the inverse image of 
each point is a finite set of a’s. In particular, (gf,)) ’ g(D) is a countable set, 
where D is the finitely generated group of units such that U(B) = D x ZZU(k). 
Now p, =fi(a) B n A is an stC1 iff for some d E D, n E N, dfn(a) is in 
the image of ZZU(k) X ZZU(k) -+ U(B/Z). This follows from Lemma (3.2). If 
so, then g(df”(a)) = 1 by the above paragraph, i.e., &,(a) = g(d-‘). Thus the 
set of stC1 points p, on V(N) is countable. Done. 
LEMMA (4.2). Consider the bipartite graph Z whose vertices are the 
components of B, B/Z and A/Z, and whose edges give the obvious incidence 
relations. Let nA, nB denote the number of components of A/Z, B/Z 
respectively; let mA , m, denote the number of components of A, B, respec- 
tively. Then 
(a) The map MI(k) x Zi’U(k) + ZZU(k) induced by U(A/Z) x U(B) + 
U(B/Z) is given by the incidence matrix of the graph Z, and the cokernel is 
naturally isomorphic to H’(T; U(k)). 
(b) Condition (4.1)(c) fails if and only if there are integers nY (indexed 
by the components y of B/Z) such that 
(i) nY # 0 for some component of B/Z containing N + Z, 
(ii) the n,-tuple (n,) is not in the image of the incidence matrix 
n”A+rna -b nnn of r. 
(c) Fix an n,-tuple (n,) as in (b). Zf ZZz$~# 1 in U(k), then the nB- 
tuple (u,) of ZZU(k) = U(B/Z) represents a nonzero element of H’(T; U(k)). 
Proof It is a standard cohomology calculation that H’(T, Z) is the 
homology of the chain complex Z “A+~B -+ Z”B. Part (a) is immediate from 
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this and was noted by Roberts [lo]. Condition (b)(ii) states that (n,) # 0 in 
H’(P, Z), and part (c) follows from this. 
To prove (b), fix N and let Z,, denote the graph obtained from Z by 
deleting the vertex y0 corresponding to the component B/(N + I) Z3 of B/Z. If 
(4.1)(c) holds, it is easy to see that the image of Z”A+“‘B --) Z”B contains the 
subgroup Z’ corresponding to the I points of B/Z over V(N): consider the 
image of the characteristic functions of the components of Z,,. 
Conversely, if (4.1)(c) fails, there exists two points yi , yz of B/Z lying on 
the same component of the punctured graph Z,. A path yz + y1 in Z’,, 
together with the path y, + y0 + yz, forms a nontrivial circuit of Z. The 
corresponding tuple (n ) 
nontrivial element of Z-Z I’ 
of H”s (each nY being 0, 1 or -1) represents a 
(P, ;2), hence cannot be in the image of the incidence 
matrix. Done. 
5. REDUCIBLE CURVES 
When A is not seminormal, a certain portion of Theorem (4.1) still 
applies. If A ’ is the seminormalization of A, then Spec(A ‘) -+ Spec(A) is a 
bijection, and if p is an stC1 point of A, then pA ’ is an stC1 point of A ‘. It 
follows that conditions (4.l)(a, b, c) are necessary for a component o have 
more than countably many stC1 points. In characteristic p, this is also 
sufficient: 
THEOREM (5.1). Let A be a l-dimensional ring, fmitely generated over 
an algebraically closed field of characteristic p # 0, and let N be a minimal 
prime of A. Then only countably many maximal ideals containing N are 
stCI’s, unless the following conditions are all satisfied: 
(a) The integral closure B, of A/N is a localization of k[ t ] ; 
(b) some Bf’ c A/N (i.e., AjN is unibranch); 
(c) each component of Spec(A)-{nonsingular points of V(N)} 
intersects V(N) in exactly one point. 
Zf these conditions are satisfied, every point of the component V(N) is an 
stC1. 
ProoJ: In characteristic p # 0, At is unibranch over A, i.e., some 
(A ’ )pr c A. The stC1 points of A and A + are in l-l correspondence since if 
fA + is primary some fprA is primary in A. Theorem (4.1) thus applies 
verbatim to prove Theorem (5.1). 
Now we consider characteristic zero. Let N, be a minimal prime of A for 
which A/N, = k[t, {(t -jIj)-‘}], and let N, be the intersection of the 
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remaining minimal prime ideals of A. Let Z = I, x I, be the conductor from 
A/N, x A/N, to A. Then 
A + A/N, x A/N, 
I I 
A/Z -+ A/Z, x A/Z, 
is a pullback square. If A/Z, is reduced (i.e., =ZZk), then the proof of 
Theorem (4.1) is still valid, showing that every point of V(N) is an stC1, and 
in fact that the nonsingular primes of V(N) - V(Z) are principal ideals. 
LEMMA (5.2). The following are equivalent: 
(a) A/Z, is reduced; 
(b) at each singular point pY of Spec(A), the tangent space (p,/pt)* of 
Spec(A) is the direct sum of the tangent spaces of Spec(A/N,) and 
Spec(A/N,); 
(c) The ideal N, + N2 of A is radical. 
Proof: It is an easy exercise to see that Z = N, + N,, and from this (a) 
and (c) are equivalent. To study (b), we may localize at pY. In this case, (c) 
is equivalent o: pY = (p,/N,) x (pr/N,). Hence (c) implies (b). Conversely, 
(b) states that p,/pt E:J(N, +pf) @pJ(N, +pt), which implies that 
(N, +pt) + (N2 +p’,) =py. By Nakayama’s lemma, this implies that 
N, + N, =pY. Done. 
THEOREM (5.3). Let A be a l-dimensional ring, finitely generated over 
an algebraically closed Jield of characteristic zero, and let N be a minimal 
prime of A. Then only countably many maximal ideals containing N are 
stCI’s, unless the following conditions are all satisfied: 
(a) A/N is a localization of k[t]; 
(b) each component of Spec(A) - {nonsingular points of V(N)} 
intersects V(N) in exactly one point; 
(c) at each singular point pY of V(N), the tangent space of Spec(A) is 
the direct sum of the (1 -dimensional) tangent space of A/N and the subspace 
generated by the tangent spaces of the other components of Spec(A) through 
6. 
Zf these conditions are satisfied, every smooth point of the component V(N) 
is an stC1. 
Proof The above discussion shows that if (a), (b), (c) all hold then every 
point of V(N) is an stC1. By (4.1) conditions (a), (b) are necessary; we 
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suppose that (c) fails in order to show that only countably many points of 
V(N) are stCI’s. If this fails for A, it also fails for A[{(t - r))‘}], so we can 
assume that t = 0 is the only singularity on V(N). By Lemma (5.2), A/Z, = 
k[t]/(t’ = 0) for c > 2, so Z&4/Z,) = U(k) x W,(k), where the truncated 
group W,(k) = (1 + tk[tJ/(t’))” of Witt vectors is a vector space over k (this 
may be seen by taking logarithms). 
Consider f(a) = (1 - a-‘t) E W,(k) c &4/Z,) X &4/Z,). We have 
r?(f(a)) = [p,] by Lemma (3.2), so the curve L = {f(a): a # 0) in W,(k) is 
a lift of the nonsingular primes of V(N) to U(A/Z,) x U(A/Z,); p, is an stC1 
just in casef(ar) is in the image of U(A/Z) X U(A/N,) x U(A/N,). 
As V(N,) is connected, we have U(A/N,) = U(k) x D,, where D, is a 
finitely generated group. Similarly, U(A/N,) = U(k) x D, and U(A/Z) = 
U(k) x WI, where W, = (1 + poll) ’ is an abelian group filtered by k-vector 
spaces. There is a commutative diagram 
w, - W,(k) x (1 + P~/Z,)~ 
(1 -t P&Z + Pi)) x W,(k) x (1 + P&Z, + pi))’ 
” log 
I 
” log 
I 
PdlPi - po/(Z, + P:) 0 po/(Z, + P;) = T,* 0 TC 
The bottom k-module map is dual to the tangent space map, and conse- 
quently is injective but not surjective by Lemma (5.2). In particular 
(pa/pi) n (pJ(Z, +pi) 0 0) = 0, since the bottom map is onto each factor. 
But each L, L2, L3,... injects into TT =p,/(Z, +pi) @ 0 E k. This shows that 
W, can never map onto any element of L” in U(A/Z, X A/Z*). Now the 
kernel of 
U(A/Z x A/N, x A/N,) + U(A/Z, x A/Z,) + U(k x k) 
is WI x D, x D,. Hence any element of U(A/Z x A/N, x A/N,) meeting L” 
must be of the form (1 + a) d, d, for (1 + a’) E W,. The element d of (pdp:) 
must then have d, d,d E TF 0 0. As d, 3 1 modulo (po/ZV,) and d, = 1 
modulo (po/N2) we have d, d, d = 3. This shows that no element of U(A/Z X 
A/N, X A/N,) meets any curve L”. Thus no nonsingular point of V(N) can 
be an stC1 under these conditions. Done. 
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